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State Representative Karen Clark
District 62A, Minneapolis
273 State Office Building
100 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155
January 20, 2017
Dear Representative Clark,
I have received your letter dated yesterday, and am glad to respond. I appreciate and share your
concern for the comfort of the families at Glendale. Our staff is working diligently to address both the
immediate and longer-term needs at that property, as we are with all MPHA buildings and homes.
Unfortunately, the information circulated by the Defend Glendale group in recent days is inaccurate in
many respects. Rather than blocking the offer from the Sustainable Resources Center (SRC), we have
been working in good faith for months to cut through the red tape of this complicated weatherization
funding program to bring those resources to Glendale. As City Council Member Gordon communicated
in a recent update to his constituents, he has been deeply engaged with us and with SRC as we work to
meet the strict regulatory requirements for what is an unusually large commitment for SRC. As long as
there has remained a potential for things to fall through, we have been reluctant to appear to "promise"
the SRC work given our knowledge of the complexity of those contracts and the state and federal
funding requirements. However, we are hopeful that we will reach a final agreement and have a formal
announcement in coming days. The repeated assertion that we are blocking or have rejected the SRC
proposal is entirely false.
Even as we are hopeful for the additional comfort and energy efficiency gains the SRC work could bring,
our records this winter do not support the portrait of a heating crisis at Glendale. Some details may be
helpful: since the first major cold snap on December 16, across 184 units we have had 15 work order
calls from Glendale residents related to heat problems. In all cases, we have responded quickly to test
temperatures in at least two rooms and make any necessary repairs. In three of these cases, a repair
was indeed carried out on either the furnace or thermostat. In another three units, at least one window
was open. In another, a space heater was running directly below the thermostat, preventing the furnace
from turning on. In two units, residents had simply not raised their thermostats. In six units, we found
that the temperature tested at 72 degrees, and no work was needed.
In all cases, if residents continue to experience problems, we will return until temperatures reach
comfortable levels. We have a standing invitation to Minneapolis City inspectors, Council Members, or
any other officials to visit any unit in Glendale (with the resident's prior permission, of course) to look
into heat complaints with us. No one should be cold. Even as the structural issues we face at Glendale
pose certain challenges (which the SRC work can help address), we are committed to resident comfort. If
there are instances of suffering children, elders, or others, this worries us as much as anyone. However,
no one has yet brought forward any specific examples, and our records show that things are stable.
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Residents are all aware of our 24-hour work order hotline, and they must call it so we can rapidly attend
to any problems that do arise.
The thermostats at Glendale reach a maximum of 72 degrees. This has been the case since 2010, when
we made an administrative decision, after extensive analysis, to assume direct payment of utilities (a
policy that brought Glendale into alignment with the rest of our public housing portfolio). We know
there is frustration among some residents who desire temperatures above this level, or who might wish
to turn the thermostat up higher to simultaneously attempt to maintain both a warm apartment and
open windows in the winter. Unfortunately, this is not possible for us as a steward of limited public
funds. Rather, we have chosen a comfortable, appropriate maximum and do everything we can to make
sure the town homes reach that level. (We also grant requests for special accommodation when higher
temperatures are medically justified.)
I can assure you that all of our policies are applied uniformly for all residents. Assertions of
discrimination are difficult for me to read, as we value our crucial role in providing much-needed
housing for immigrant communities and people of all backgrounds.
Finally, there is the ongoing conversation about the long-te rm preservation of very low-income,
affordable housing at Glendale (which, I believe, ultimately underlies some of the many allegations
discussed above). As we have discussed in prior correspondence, Glendale does face fundamental
structural challenges and considerable capital needs; at 65 years old, it is our oldest major property.
Coupled with the absence of adequate federal, state, or city capital funds, this obligates us to begin the
conversation about how we can preserve and enhance Glendale for current and future families, such
that we do not lose these 184 family homes that we consider a precious resource.
You can refer at any time to http://www.GiendaleTownhomes.org for a quick reference on the
challenges, status, and possibilities at Glendale. And you may always continue to reach out to my staff
and to my successor as Executive Director, Greg Russ, with whom I hope you will have a chance to meet
in the near future. We welcome your engagement as we seek to move forward on an admittedly
challenging but vital issue.

Executive Director/CEO
Minneapolis Public Housing Authority

cc:
MPHA Commissioners
Minneapolis City Council Member Cam Gordon
Senator Kari Dziedzic
Rep. llhan Omar
Defend Glendale
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